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Inango Systems Announces Release of Inango Toolbox:
A Suite of Integrated Software Development Tools
KFAR-SABA, ISRAEL – June 12, 2018 – Inango Systems announces the release of Inango
Toolbox, a suite of integrated software development tools enabling companies to speed up their
software development process to drive faster time to market while keeping tight control on features,
versions, work tasks and their statuses.
“As a provider of software products and professional services to numerous companies, it was

for our needs and have created a smooth, seamless software development flow that is ready for
immediate deployment. It is an excellent way for us and other small to medium sized companies to
utilize the power of many open-source tools, yet save months of work integrating, deploying and
testing them.”
Inango Toolbox covers all aspects of the software development cycle, from design, bug and feature
tracking, code reviews, version control to continuous integration. The tools are integrated via scripts
them for an incredibly cheap prices: from a US$2,000 one-time fee per server (with unlimited use per
server). They may be used for internal development teams as well as for external partners or customers
automated testing.
Inango Toolbox is highly configurable allowing customers to tailor it to their own needs that will save
them time and money in the definition, installation, integration, configuring and testing of the
individual tools themselves. By incorporating industry proven tools and working with Inango, you can

About Inango Systems

Inango Systems develops software for a broad range of communication applications. The company
feature development as well as an extension to customer’s own software teams. Inango’s customers
include OEMs in the networking and telecommunication markets and semiconductor companies who
benefit from Inango’s experience in providing highly optimized software-to-silicon solutions. Inango
software is installed in millions of homes and networks worldwide. More information can be found at
http://www.inango.com/ or follow us on LinkedIn at http://www.linkedin.com/company/Inango
http://www.linkedin.com/company/Inango.
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